We welcome you to the Safety Institute of Australia (WA Branch) Perth Safety Symposium!

There is so much change in health, safety and injury prevention our theme is improving safety across the generations. We have filled the day with interesting, informative and educational speakers across a wide range of topics.

Our three keynote speakers have exceptional credentials; being the Chair of the WA OSH Commission; a world leader in injury prevention, and a SIA Board Member who tells a tragic story in a hilarious way!

Our afternoon session is presented in a ‘next gen’ format! Each speaker has 8 minutes to tell their story, experiences, research or their latest ideas. Afterwards, there will be time for questions too.

**PERTH SYMPOSIUM KEYNOTES**

- **Stephanie Mayman**
  Chair, WA OSH Commission

- **Caroline Finch**
  Professor, ECU

- **Naomi Kemp**
  SIA Board Director

**SafetyGenX-M 8 minute talks**

- **Todd Conklin**
  Senior Advisor, LANL

- **Kevin Jones**
  Editor, SafetyAtWorkBlog

- **Steve Allsop**
  Professor, Curtin University

- **Ian Duncan**
  Director and Principal Consultant, Melius Consulting

- **Carol Shannon**
  Chief Executive at Leeuwin Ocean Adventure Foundation Limited

- **Christian Frost**
  Head of HR Program Delivery & WHS at News Corp Australia

- **David Clarke**
  CEO, Safety Institute of Australia

- **Simon Millman**
  MLA State Member for Mount Lawley, Australian Labor Party

- **Craig Power**
  Principal OHS Consultant and Inventor at iSOL8 Pty Ltd

- **Anton Fouche**
  Managing Principal at Armour Plus Pty Ltd
SIA Perth Symposium Pricing

Early Bird (available until 14 September 2018)
SIA / AIOH / AUSA / HFESA Members - $295.00 + GST
SIA Students - $100.00 + GST
Non-Members - $595.00 + GST

Standard (from 15 September 2018)
SIA / AIOH / AUSA / HFESA Members - $395.00 + GST
SIA Students - $100.00 + GST
Non-Members - $695.00 + GST